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Editor comments

Editor Decision: Publish subject to minor revisions (further review by Editor) (28 Oct 2016) by Prof. Bettina Schaefli

Comments to the Author:

Dear Authors

the manuscript is now almost ready for publication. Given the numerous "technical mistakes" that were left after the first revision (see reviewer comment 2) and the numerous citation style mistakes that are still left, I strongly recommend you check the manuscript again carefully. In particular, you should check all the citations (each instance) and correct the latex citation style (citep / citet).

We thank the editor for the suggestions: we re-checked the text and we revised again all the reference in the text. Below you can find the reply to the specific comments:

Examples of wrong style are:

1Q) line 37: Augustine et al. (2000), Augustine et al. (2005) and Baldocchi et al. (2001) (citet instead of citep)

1A) We thank the editor and we revised accordingly

2Q) line 41: (e.g. Key and Schweiger (1998), Kneizys et al. (1988)) (citet instead of citep)

2A) We thank the editor and we revised accordingly
3Q) line 66: Formetta et al. (2014a). (citet instead of citep)

3A) We thank the editor and we revised accordingly

4Q) line 143: (KGE, Gupta et al. (2009) ) (citet instead of citep)

4A) We thank the editor and we revised accordingly